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DISCLAIMER
The purpose of this ServerCube Initial Coin Offering ("ICO") whitepaper is to present a basic overview of
ServerCube's business model to potential purchasers of ServerCube Coins ("SCCs"). It does NOT replace the
Private Placement Memorandum ("PPM") which is the offering document to be used in conjunction with
ServerCube’s private placement pursuant to Rule 506(c) under Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933, as
amended. All potential buyers of ServerCube Coins are REQUIRED to check the legality of their participation
or the purchase of any token, coin or security in any ICO according to their own residency, jurisdiction and
financial conditions. ServerCube is NOT a legal or fiduciary representative of any potential purchaser of
ServerCube Coins and makes no claims of representation as such. Furthermore, purchase of ServerCube
Coins for US-citizens, and permanent residents of the United States is RESTRICTED to the category of
“accredited investors”, as defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
Moreover, nothing in this document or the PPM shall be construed as an offer to sell a security or instrument
in any locality or jurisdiction where it is illegal to do so. Finally, the only legal contract between a buyer of a
ServerCube Coin and ServerCube is the ServerCube Coin Purchase Agreement, which must be read carefully,
acknowledged and accepted by the prospective ServerCube Coin Purchaser PRIOR to their purchase of any
ServerCube Coins.
Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained herein constitute forward-looking
statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information concern known and unknown
risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or
the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. These risks are documented in the PPM
and all potential purchasers of ServerCube Coins as strongly encouraged to review the risks documented
there, which include, but are not limited to: (1) the potential for the value of all cryptocurrencies to
significantly fall or go to zero value, including Ethereum; (2) organized cybercrime or cyber-terrorist attacks
which destroy the Ethereum Blockchain or render the verification of cryptocurrency based transactions
impossible; (3) political and legal rulings which render the use of cryptocurrencies illegal or render the
creation of cryptocurrencies illegal; (4) political or legal rulings which make ServerCube's business model
illegal and (5) political or legal tax rulings which cause unsustainable costs by imposing taxes on the creation
of cryptocurrencies and taxation on the movement cryptocurrency assets across legal or political boundaries.
The information contained in this ServerCube ICO whitepaper may be translated into other languages from
time to time or may be used in the course of written or verbal communications with existing and prospective
purchasers of ServerCube Coins. In the course of a translation or communication like this, some of the
information contained in this document may be lost, corrupted or misrepresented. The accuracy of such
alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between
such translations and communications and the original English language version of this document, the
descriptions and provisions in the English language version supersede all other translated versions.
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THE MOVEMENT TO DECENTRALIZATION

The concept of the Blockchain is rooted in decentralization – moving things, processes, and
functionality away from central authorities. The resulting benefits are greater transparency;
enhanced security through redundancy; increased trust through shared authority, as well as
an immutable audit trail for a continuous and indefinite transactional history.

Blockchains are used for myriad enterprise applications; whenever there is a need for strict
and transparent data control with a mathematically sound function.

However, today much of these critical Blockchain activities operate under the current cloud
computing paradigm which relies on large, standalone data centers. This concept of
centralized data centers is the very antithesis of the definition of the Blockchain.

Additionally, these industrial-scale operations employ command and control management
models that are by nature vulnerable. Large datacenters concentrate computing power in a
very monopolistic way. It requires faith and trust in a few multi-billion-dollar enterprises to
validate access and guarantee security.

All of this is in stark contrast to the Blockchain paradigm, which offers an open access
model and relies on scalable computing power distributed around the world.

Now, as Blockchain applications multiply, the move to decentralize is reaching an inflection
point – options are needed immediately.
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THE SERVERCUBE PARADIGM

ServerCube offers an alternative.

ServerCube is a peer-to-peer network of globally connected Devices, designed to operate
in private residences or in small clusters. The Devices are small high-powered processing
computers connected via the internet and centrally managed.
The complete ServerCube ecosystem consists of the ServerCube Device plus ServerCube
Network and ServerCube Connect (middleware fabric).

This new paradigm offers early investors in ServerCube a chance to participate in the
Blockchain evolution while earning income from computing services. First, from mining
profits of the cryptocurrency Ethereum (ETH), and then later, income produced from
services such as Blockchain as a Service. (BaaS), to help perform highly intensive programs
needed for AI/VR, climate modeling, healthcare applications and more.

In addition, as part of a global network, ServerCube can provide aggregated computational
resources able to compete with cloud services like AWS and Azure at lower price points.
SC Devices are a perfect fit for the evolution of distributed computing across the globe.
Currently, there is no other organized approach that we are aware of for deploying high
performance computing infrastructure in a global “swarm” model.

This gives ServerCube a first mover status, encouraging adoption and creating barriers to
competition.
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THE SERVERCUBE NETWORK
________________________
Our global distributed model harnesses the high-performance computing muscle of SC Devices
collectively to distribute vast computational resources to the P2P network. This aggregate
computing power will open new revenue streams in areas that require high performance
computing.
The built-in redundancy of all networked SC Devices creates world-class security and stability.
As an internet connected device,
all SC Device functions, including
uptime and swarm extensions can
be monitored.
We believe a decentralized
residential computing model can
be a platform to advance
enterprise and organizational high
computing initiatives.
With only 1,500 ServerCube
devices running on the network,
aggregate computing power rivals the Titan Supercomputer.1 Collectively, a network of
200,000 SC Devices can produce one of the world largest2 mining pools. With a network of

1

Based on an approximation of 111 GFLOPS per megahash of ETH based on Wikipedia’s GFLOP estimation for the

Radeon RX 470 series GPUs as listed in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_AMD_graphics_processing_units#PCIe_.28HD_5xxx.29 (retrieved on
2

-Jan-2018) and an assumption of 27 MH/s for ETH for one RX 470 GPU. The theoretical peak performance of the
Titan supercomputer is 27 petaFLOPS based upon Wikipedia’s description in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titan_(supercomputer) (retrieved on 23-Jan-2018). Each SC Device provides
approximately 162 MH/s for ETH which is therefore roughly equivalent to 18,000 GFLOPS or 18 TFLOPS (teraFLOPS)
per SC Device. Therefore 1500 SC Devices produce approximately 27 petaFLOPS of computing power.
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one million devices, the computational capacity of the platform will begin to rival the high
computing power of the Amazon cloud.3
This kind of distributed computing network already lends itself to parallelization in the fields of
climate modeling and “deep learning artificial intelligence (AI)”. The immense capacity in the
ServerCube decentralized model will be purposed for Blockchain development, and any
application which requires distributed high-performance computing power, such as Virtual
Reality (VR) modeling, deep learning AI, and applications currently running on supercomputers
such as climate modeling.
Blockchain as a Service (BaaS) will be rolled out first sometime in Q1 2019. ServerCube will
provide OpenSource software to enable clients to seamlessly interface to existing legacy
operations via our encrypted middleware fabric. The infrastructure and frameworks to quickly
spin up cloud environments for development, testing and internal implementation will be
services offered. The ability to transact with both private and public Blockchains will provide
interoperability and seamless integrations.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Virtual Reality (VR) application development that require
immense computational capacity are areas ServerCube can provide software services and
enterprise solutions at substantially better price points than PaaS vendors in the current
marketplace. A few examples of high performance computing are Weather/Climate change
simulations (CAM-SE), Material Science (WL-LSMS), Biofuels (LAMMPS), Astrophysics (NRDF),
Combustion (S3D), and Nuclear Energy (Denovo).4

3

Using AWS models for virtual supercomputing power a guide, a c4.8x instance costs about $0.012 USD per
GFLOP/Hour (https://aiimpacts.org/current-flops-prices/, retrieved on 23-Jan-2018). If we assume 50% of 4.5
Million ServerCube Devices are leased for high performance Computing processing, this provides 2.7 Billion GFLOPS
for lease per hour. Conservatively leasing GFLOPS at $0.001 (one tenth of one cent per hour or 1/12 the current
rate in 5 years) = $1.944 Billion USD per month or $23.328 Billion USD per year in gross computing lease revenue.
4

Anand L. Shimpi. Inside the Titan Supercomputer: 299K AMD x86 Cores and 18.6K NVIDIA GPUs. (2012). Retrieved
on 24-Jan-2018 from https://www.anandtech.com/show/6421/inside-the-titan-supercomputer-299k-amd-x86cores-and-186k-nvidia-gpu-cores
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Many customers need AI modeling but cannot afford Google or Amazon’s pricing for the
computational processing required. This includes governments, public sector institutions and
entire industries who are just starting to understand the value of an immutable chain-ofcustody/immutable audit trail offered by Blockchain technology but are years behind in
implementation themselves and therefore have an urgent need for BaaS.
The ServerCube platform could provide advancements in healthcare and science providing
access to the relatively infinitesimal amount of the processing power required in these use
cases. Specifically, any compliance auditing requirement for clinical trial data and chain-ofcustody requirement in pharmaceutical drug supply can be managed at a greatly reduced cost,
transparently, and immutably. This includes every application which requires USC 21 CFR Part
11 compliance.
Two of ServerCube’s pilot counties, Turkey and India, are excellent candidates for this model
because neither country has well known access to locally produced or controlled
supercomputers or supercomputing power.
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SERVERCUBE CONNECT
____________________
ServerCube Connect is a dynamic middleware layer that shares encrypted data with
counterparties outside of the ServerCube network. It connects the outside world, enabling
transactions across public Blockchains such as Ethereum, Bitcoin, or Dash; and private
Blockchains such as Corda, Hyperledger, etc. In addition, fiat currency transfers are
supported on the network.
The Connect layer offers
several powerful features
that enable build-out of
applications and transactions.
Smart Contracts
Enables smart contracts to
run independent from any
Distributed Ledger
Technology (“DLT”), allowing
for seamless transactions
within existing protocols. The framework is interoperable with public and private Blockchains;
including institutional legacy systems in financial services.
Transaction Builder and Crypto Router
Provides transliteration and formatting of coin transactions into Blockchain specific formats
and then routes those transactions to the appropriate chain. Additionally, verified transaction
receipts are distributed to counterparties and documented in platform.
Surface Level API
Offers a message-based API for sending and receiving messages to the ServerCube platform.
Identity management standards supported include OAuth, biometrics, and AI security to
expand options available for identity management.
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Multi-Factor Authentication and Blockchain Configuration
Provides access to secrets stored in the key vault to specific identities (users, oracles,
regulatory, etc.) needed to execute secure coin transactions within the private consortium.
This includes cross platform interoperability to seamlessly transact with other Blockchain
networks and consortiums.
Runtime Environment Services
Provides secure execution environments and abstracts away the underlying authenticated
identity in a secure environment. The runtime services are provided by a container that is
extensible for adding custom message, security and cryptographic features.
Privacy
Confidentially execute transactions, encrypt and then write the results to the Blockchain. The
logic also limits the decryption of the results to only those parties involved in the contract.
This privacy model is agnostic to underlying Blockchains and allows for cipher diversity.
Multi-Chain, Multi-Network Support
Supports the ability to both write the results of a single transaction to a private Blockchain and
record a public record on a public network. With a single in-bound transaction request,
ServerCube can perform single or multi-chain operations within the same transaction and
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return a single result. A full transaction context group contains each transaction’s proof and
receipt to provide a composite receipt and proof audit report.
Cross-chain Workflow Integrity
Trades and moves assets across multiple ledgers. The platform locks, creates, transfers, and
burns assets across diverse Blockchains with transactional integrity.
Ledger Abstraction
Performs integration across Blockchain types using smart contracts as a router and gateway
across a mixture of networks. The Connect framework allows for extensive integration logic
between networks.
Blockchain “Oracles”
Enables the creation of “oracles” that serve as agents to retrieve and provide attested data
inputs for public Blockchain applications. Examples of these are real time cryptocurrency
pricing data from exchanges or fiat pricing for settlements.
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SERVERCUBE DEVICE
_________________
The SC Device is the next-generation residential mini- supercomputers connected to other SC
Devices around the world forming the ServerCube P2P swarm network. Set-up is simple plugand-play into any standard (1200-Watt) household outlet, requiring only a basic consumer
broadband connection to connect to the internet. Unlike “professional” mining rigs, it runs
relatively quiet and cool and is encased for household safety.
The Blockchain and cryptocurrency teams are constantly testing ways increase hash rates and
reduce carbon footprint. Currently, the ServerCube Device offers commercial strength hash
rate processing power (162 MH/s for ETH up to a maximum 225 MH/s), running over a basic 3
(three) Mbps connection. A ServerCube is also designed to be more energy efficient and uses
95% (ninety five percent) of its cubic space. With high performance computing now available
at residential power prices, mining and other computing operations become highly efficient.

ServerCube’s patentable IP (Intellectual Property) includes the design of the ServerCube Device,
which efficiently houses 6 (six) GPU boards with overclocking at using less than 166 (one
hundred and sixty-six) Watts each.
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It generates less than 60° C of heat on contact at full load, while operating at 162 MH/s or
greater. Further, the testing and manufacturing process for a ServerCube Device is
patentable.
In the future, additional innovations maybe be patented as IP, including MOBE (Motherboard
Based) GPUs and GPGPUs, depending on R&D investment. There is about 10% to 30%
efficiency loss in GPU processing today because GPUs are PCI-card based.5 The opportunities
are clear and achievable.

5

Timothy P. Morgan. “The System Bottleneck Shifts To PCI-Express.” (July 2017). Retrieved on 23-Jan-2018

from https://www.nextplatform.com/2017/07/14/system-bottleneck-shifts-pci-express/.
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SERVERCUBE HOSTS
_________________
Distribution and scale for the ServerCube Network is accomplished using a “hosting” model.
The people maintaining each Device at home is referred to as a ServerCube Host. The
responsibility of a Host is to maintain maximum up-time. By connecting the Device to
electricity and a stable wired internet connection (RJ-45 cable connection) or a high-data
bandwidth for cellular coverage. Little-to-no other maintenance is needed.
ServerCube Hosts will be recruited and enrolled through the ServerCube website, using
aggressive marketing and media campaigns. ServerCube has already performed some initial
market testing and has potential ServerCube Hosts in the U.S., Canada, India, and Turkey, all
through word-of-mouth and free online connections. The potential to enroll millions of
ServerCube Hosts is not only possible, but probable in a 5-year timeframe.

ServerCube Hosts are not miners of cryptocurrency. ServerCube Hosts are not owners of
ServerCube Devices. Hosts are contracted to provide basic care, electricity, and internet. Hosts
are incentivized in one of three ways:
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1) Paid electrical bills up to a pre-defined limit based on location.
2) Monthly payment (appx $250.00) in the U.S.
3) Free Wi-F hot spot (directly from the Device)
(A minimum uptime of 95% (ninety-five percent) is required to receive the full benefit of the
compensation model, with deductions made accordingly for reduced uptime.)
People all over the world are constantly seeking alternative ways to increase their income or
reduce household expenses, and we believe millions of households will be eager to
supplement their earnings by hosting a small computer device.
Rewarding households with monthly payments, paid electric bills or no-charge Wi-Fi hotspots
will drive adoption. This form of independent income can greatly benefit those who have
been until now, disenfranchised from the benefits of the digital revolution. The ServerCube
business model has the potential to change lives and provide opportunity in communities
where little exists by creating access to globally distributed computing power.
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SERVERCUBE MINERS
__________________
ServerCube Miners are ServerCube Devices which are owned and maintained by ServerCube
but are leased for commercial crypto mining use by accredited investors. There are different
package groups tailored to your location power capacities. Each group of miners are delivered
to your location and connect to the decentralized SC Network.
They are miners in a box, ready to plug and play into the global mining pool. Programmed
specifically for mining operations and produce monthly crypto yields that are paid out to
ServerCube VC (SCVC) coin holders. The decentralized cloud is very nimble, capitalizing on
market trends to search for yield with the ability to quickly pivot mining operations to
different cryptocurrencies.

Accredited Investors receive 50% to 65% of each SC Device’s yield per month depending on
the offering. ServerCube VC packages can be tailored to each investor’s locational capacity.
At the end of every 15-months new SC Miners replace existing groups of devices. This
“refreshing” process ensures SC Miners are performing optimally and cost effectively while
assembled with the latest technology.
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SC Miners are designed to mine crypto around-the-clock day-by-day, month-by-month. If any
device experiences technical problems that cannot be resolved remotely, a new one will be
shipped immediately to replace it.
SCVC packages provide an opportunity for early investors to mine cryptocurrencies without
necessarily having previous knowledge in the space. Given the difficulties in finding
cryptocurrency mining rigs to purchase in an immensely competitive market for graphic
processing units (GPUs), the ServerCube VC models become very attractive to many looking to
hedge operations with a monthly mining pool payout in addition to individual device yields.
The SCVC offering allows investors the chance to professionally mine cryptocurrency on a truly
decentralized backbone of residential and commercial operations. The long-term growth
potential of the SC Network creates attractive global mining pool payouts for SC Coin owners.
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THE SERVERCUBE INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)

To help finance the buildout of the ServerCube Network backbone, an Initial Coin Offering
(“ICO”) is scheduled which will sell ServerCube Coins (“SCCs”). Currently in private sale,
general sale will commence in q2 of 2018.
The total number of ServerCube Coins (“SCC”) is 80 million, 68 million of which are being
offered in the ICO. Proceeds will be used to fund manufacturing, develop the component
supply chain, recruit SC Hosts, and fund distribution, legal and insurance costs with an
ultimate goal of increasing production of ServerCube Devices for Hosts around the world.
This will ultimately drive build-out and adoption of the Network, while creating a globally
distributed crypto mining pool.

The ICO is open to U.S. residents who are Accredited Investors, and also to all non-U.S.
residents who are the equivalent of accredited investors in their own legal jurisdiction.
More information about the details of this US Reg. D 506(c) Offering can be found at
www.servercube.io. Investors and firms who verify their accreditations at the website will
receive the detailed ServerCube Coin Private Placement Memorandum and Investment
Package.
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SERVERCUBE COIN SALE
___________________________
Currently in private sale.
Public offering in Q2, 2018.

80 million total coins
20 million for pre-sale
•
•

Terms to be negotiated
Accredited investors also have the option of creating special mining sub-pools

48 million for general sale
•

General sale value tiers of $.80 to $1.60

12 million for expenses
•
•
•
•

6 million for Blockchain development
3 million marketing
2 million Founder
1 million advisors
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SERVERCUBE COIN VALUE & USE
___________________________
Weighted 15% Shared Asset Value
Each ServerCube Coin entitles the owner to a weighted 15% share of the total asset or revenue value
generated by all SC Devices on the SC Network. While this will initially be tied to cryptocurrency mining
value in ETH, it can be any GPU minable cryptocurrency in the future.
Weighted 15% Shared Revenue Value
As the SC Device network increases in size and scale, revenue from BaaS cloud pay-per-use contracts
and service offerings, deep learning AI cloud based computational leases and VR modeling cloud
leasing will also be included in this 15% weighted revenue share.
ServerCube BaaS offering Uses ServerCube Coins
Instead of a customer proposing to build an entire Blockchain for their specific use case or application,
they can use the existing ServerCube Device Network and purchase ServerCube Coins to run their
private Blockchain transaction and Smart Contract calls.
Required for VC sub-pools, ServerCube Miner Leases and Annual Hardware Refreshes
The ServerCube Coin is the currency used for any transaction in the VC sub-pool model and Miner
Lease, meaning both can only be purchased using ServerCube Coins. Finally, for both programs,
ServerCube Coins must be used to pay for annual hardware refreshes on an ongoing renewable basis.
Convertible to ServerCube Equity with $500K USD Minimum Purchase Option
The ServerCube Coin can be converted to actual shares in the case of an acquisition or an IPO in the
future for a purchase of $500K USD or higher equivalent by an accredited investor
Used for Blockchain Transactions for SC Device Tracking and SC Host Allocation and Compensation
The ServerCube Coin is used internally to record a) the build characteristics of each SC Device and (b)
the allocation of each Device to a specific Host, sub-pool or Miner, including the payout ratios and the
history of payout transactions. This creates ongoing demand for the use of ServerCube Coins as the SC
Device Network continuous to grow and scale.
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PAYOUT MODEL
______________
Since the SC Device Network will function initially as an Ethereum (ETH) mining pool, investors
who participate in the ICO and purchase ServerCube Coins will receive monthly payouts --- a
weighted share of 15% (fifteen percent) of the mining pool ETH. The weighted share is
calculated based on the following criteria:
1) Number of SC Devices in the network
2) Price of crypto currency mined during month
3) Server Cube Coins owned as a percentage of the total number of ServerCube Coins
This model creates an income stream to grow ServerCube’s manufacturing operations and the
build-out of the network. Capital raised during the ICO will drive these developments while
increasing mining asset value to create a target network size of approximately ~4.8MM units
connected to the SC Device Network by the end of year 2022.
•
•
•

2018 1,000 SC Devices are scheduled to come online monthly after the ICO
Q2 2019, grows to 10,000 units/mo., increasing to 100,000 units/mo. by Q2 2020
Through international expansion and manufacturing gains, the goal is 300,000
units/mo. in 2021 and extend production rates to 500,000/mo. sometime in 2022

SC Devices in Network

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

1st Quarter

25

9K

300K

1.8MM

3.2MM

2nd Quarter

625

30K

900K

2.1MM

3.7MM

3rd Quarter

1.6K

60K

1.2MM

2.4MM

4.3MM

4th Quarter

6K

90K

1..5MM

2.7MM

4.8MM
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EXPENSE PROJECTIONS
____________________
Expenses are identified over a 5-year period in the table below and include cost increases
based on infrastructure growth.
With capital raised in a successful ICO, ServerCube will have the resources to execute on these
projections, including a ramp up of production and assembly facilities, the development of
vendor relationships, and the acquisition of strategic assets.
ServerCube will also pursue valuable industry collaborations. ServerCube’s first mover status
in this space creates an opportunity to gain market penetration around the world quickly.

Estimated Major Expenses

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Manufacturing &
Production

2.06MM

49.5MM

215.5MM

915.87MM

985.5MM

Blockchain Development

785K

1.4MM

4.3MM

6.9MM

9.7MM

Business Dev & Marketing

2.2MM

6.7MM

8.9MM

13.3MM

17.7MM

Legal & Advisory

300K

875K

1.58MM

1.95MM

2.25MM
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EQUITY OPPORTUNITY
____________________
ServerCube is registered as a C-corporation in Delaware and is actively exploring the possibility
of launching an Initial Public Offering (“IPO”) in the future. We’ve explored economic models
for an IPO or a 5-year business plan. There are 500,000,000 (five hundred million) shares
authorized currently and the option for conversion of an SCC to a single equity share is based
on the current number of shares.
Angel investors, venture capitalists and
private equity firms with a minimum
investment of $500,000 USD in the ICO can
elect to convert their SCCs on a one-to-one
basis to equity shares in the ServerCube
company whenever there is a triggering
event such as a Merger and Acquisition
(M&A) or Initial Public Offering (IPO).

This option is available only to identified, Accredited Investors6 in the United States, or the
equivalent of accredited individuals and institutions in their respective countries. This unique
opportunity gives seasoned investors a path to equity in the ServerCube Company.
Alternatively, these early stage large ICO investors or large VCs/PEs investors may instead elect
to own a significant part of the asset generation from a dedicated number of SC Devices,
thereby creating their own mining “sub-pool”. This option is uniquely structured to provide
accredited investors a very lucrative return during ServerCube’s early stage growth. NOTE:
early state large ICO investors or VCs/PEs meeting the minimum investment amount must

6

Frederick Reese. What is an Accredited Investor? (2017). Retrieved on 23-Jan-2018 from

https://www.bitcoinmarketjournal.com/ico-investment-strategy/
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choose either the one-to-one share conversion option or the generated asset control option,
but not both options for the same investment.

ServerCube VC

VC20

VC40

VC100

VC200

VC400

VC800

SC Coins

160K

320K

800K

1.6MM

3.2MM

6.4MM

SC Devices

20

40

100

200

400

800

SC Device Payout
(PO)%

50%

52.50%

55%

57.50%

60%

65%

Global Mining Pool
PO%

0.001

0.002

0.005

0.01

0.02

0.04

Key
Payments made by the VC/PE ICO investor
Returns by percentage given back to the VC/PE ICO investor
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
_________________________
For more detailed information about the ServerCube business model and specific financial
data including significant risks, please request the ServerCube Private Placement
Memorandum (“PPM”). The document discloses regulatory information regarding ServerCube
business operations. It also includes details about the right to exchange coins for equity
ownership in ServerCube Inc., under certain conditions.
The memorandum includes a financial matrix that enables prospective investors to evaluate
projected earnings in relation to network capacity and the price of Ethereum.
These valuable insights make due diligence easier, and lead to a better understanding of
investment performance under various market conditions.
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